
Innovations for a better world.

RoastMaster™ 20
Great coffee  
flavor creation



RoastMaster™ 20
A step ahead in coffee roasting

RoastMaster™ 20
Unleash the full flavor potential  
of your coffee beans

The RoastMaster™ 20 empowers you to create optimized roasting profiles for superb 
flavor generation. The RoastMaster™ 20 by Bühler offers exactly what roasteries 
require to produce top-quality coffee with a capacity range of up to 70 kg per hour.

Process flexibility for your flavor signature

Each coffee variety is unique by nature and requires individual roasting conditions to transform the full intrinsic flavor potential into 
great coffee. The sophisticated multi-step process control inspires profile roasting for best flavor generation for both traditional and 
non-conventional profiles. The RoastMasterTM 20 is additionally equipped with a fully variable burner for flexible energy input and 
allows for variable speed and optimized air-to-bean-ratio during the different stages of the process.
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Sophisticated drum design

Variable drum speed delivers 
optimal bean distribution

Clean, skin-free exhaust

Silverskins are separated in the 
cyclone, ensuring dust-free exhaust

Homogeneous heating for 
uniform roast

All hot air passes through the 
rotating drum, transferring 

convective heat to the beans 
homogeneously

Simultaneous  
roasting and cooling

Separate cooling fan 
allows roasting and 

cooling at the same time
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RoastMaster™ 20
A step ahead in coffee roasting
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Technical data.

Next generation connectivity 
powered by Bühler Playone.

Playone represents a new generation of 
RoastMasterTM 20 web-based machine control. 
Playone is highly intuitive to use and improves every 
facet of machine operation with real-time 
information, trend monitoring and recipe 
adjustment. Harmonious user interface simplifies 
the operating of machines, reduces the complexity, 
and minimizes staff training efforts. The new 
RoastMasterTM 20 machine control is accessible by 
any computer or tablet and can be connected with 
Bühler Insights or Cropster.
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Bühler AG
CH-9240 Uzwil 
Switzerland  
T  +41 71 955 11 11

consumerfoods@buhlergroup.com 
www.buhlergroup.com
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Bühler retains ownership of the copyright and all other rights in the 
content of the brochure. Subject to change without notice.

Scan for more about 
our RoastMaster series


